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OVERVIEW

The
standard in design of object oriented computer systems 

extend the utility of its base capabilities. In the design and 
construction of business systems, the use of stereotypes is 

illustrates these.

UML STEREOTYPES

existing model element, and diagrammatically it consists of 

-

not particularly useful in business models and do not add 
the meaning necessary for automatic code generation in a 

One common general use of the stereotype is for a meta-
class. A metaclass is a class whose instances are classes, 
and these are typically used in systems in which one needs 

A similar general use is for powertypes. A powertype is an 

object type. Figure 1 shows an example of the use of ste-

USER-DEFINED STEREOTYPES
FOR BUSINESS SYSTEMS

In the design of business systems we have found some ste-
reotypes that were occasionally useful, and two stereotypes 

should be based

Figure 1.
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modelers put a note in the model or a reference to external 

One common use of stereotypes in business systems is 

Figure 2. An interface typically has public functionality but 

Another common stereotype usage in business systems 

stereotype called “history,” which implies a “many” car-

or one current employers but may have many employers in 
-

Still another common stereotype usage in business 

core business model, but are needed for a particular imple-
mentation. Boundary, controller, and entity stereotypes were 

classes into Entity classes, Boundary classes, and Control 
classes. Entity classes are part of the core business model 
and represent entities like people, organizations, transactions, 
places, and things. Boundary classes are used for communica-

operations; and Control classes are used for algorithms and 
business rules. Each of these types of classes is designated 
with the stereotype notation.

CODE WRITING AND GENERATION

-

business systems design, we need to write the code for our 

two diagrams is achieved.
Many such CASE products allow the user to write his 

or her own “class generation scripts” in some proprietary 

the class generation script code to use his or her stereotypes 
as needed.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.
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